
Builder / Carpenter / Fabricator at Rooftopia Landscape Design & Build Company
Full time: Monday - Friday / Location: Chicago, IL

Position Overview:
Rooftopia is a leading landscape & rooftop construction company based in Chicago, IL. We are
seeking versatile, skilled and motivated builders to join our team. As a team member of our
construction division, you will play a crucial role in bringing our innovative and sustainable
outdoor projects to life. Your craftsmanship, attention to detail, and ability to work collaboratively
will contribute to creating luxury outdoor living spaces that transform urban rooftops and
gardens into stunning, functional, and environmentally conscious spaces. We’re open to hiring
individuals with a range of experience in the construction field. We can provide training for
candidates who have the drive and capacity to learn new skills.

Company Values:
Rooftopia is a team of diverse and talented professionals that are passionate about learning
new design concepts, efficient installations, and maintaining gardens and outdoor living spaces.
We value the benefits of environmental sustainability, native plants, and innovative architecture.
We take pride in offering our clients a high level experience throughout the build process. We
support employee growth, maintaining work life balance, and creating a positive work
environment to foster employee engagement, and drive success.

Key Responsibilities:
● Construction Ability: Execute a wide range of installation tasks, using a multitude of

outdoor materials: including wood, metal, and composite materials.
● Material Management: Select, cut, shape, and assemble various materials to construct

durable and visually appealing landscape features.
● Blueprint Interpretation: Read and interpret blueprints, sketches, and project plans to

accurately implement project construction tasks within specified timelines.
● Collaborative Teamwork: Work closely with your team members to align tasks with

overall project objectives, contributing creative ideas and technical solutions as needed.
● Quality Assurance: Maintain a high standard of quality in craftsmanship. Ensuring that all

work completed meets or exceeds industry standards.
● Safety Compliance: Adhere to company safety protocols and industry best practices,

promoting a safe working environment for yourself and your team members.
● Equipment Operation: Utilize and maintain a variety of hand and power tools, machinery,

and equipment required for construction work, while ensuring their proper functioning
and safety.

● Site Management: Assist in site preparation, cleanup, and organization, contributing to a
well-organized and efficient workflow.



Qualifications:
● Carpentry / Fabrication / Construction Proficiency: Demonstrate experience in carpentry

or fabrication. As well as a solid understanding of outdoor construction techniques. A
strong portfolio showcasing previous projects is highly desirable but not required.

● Communication: Excellent verbal and written communication skills for effective
collaboration with colleagues, clients, and project stakeholders.

● Problem-Solving: Ability to troubleshoot and find creative solutions to unexpected
challenges that may arise during construction projects.

● Time Management: Punctual with strong organizational skills and the ability to manage
multiple tasks to meet project deadlines.

● Physical Fitness: Capable of performing physically demanding tasks, including lifting,
carrying, and working in various weather conditions.

● Safety Focus: A commitment to following safety guidelines and protocols to ensure a
secure and safe working environment.

● Team Player with a Positive Attitude: Enthusiastic about working collaboratively in a
team-oriented environment and contributing to the success of each project.

Benefits: Rooftopia offers competitive compensation, paid time off, paid holidays, a health
insurance stipend, 401k option, opportunities for professional growth, a supportive team
environment, with the chance to be part of transforming Chicago's urban landscapes into
beautiful, functional, and sustainable spaces.

If you are a dedicated Carpenter, Tradesperson, Fabricator, someone with a passion for
sustainability, building unique features, enjoy working outdoors, and want an opportunity to
transform Chicago's urban spaces into beautiful outdoor living rooms we encourage you to
apply.

To apply, please submit your resume and a cover letter detailing your relevant experience for
the position to: info@rooftopia.com


